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Main Points

This talk is in response to what was said and learned from the
recent CERES Science Team meeting, and in response to several
of Peter’s statements expressed during the past several months.

Goal of the talk: put CrIS and its capabilities “on our radar screens”

Point out the utility of Bryan Baum’s data files which contain 
VIIRS and CrIS spectra (and which are already in production).

Libera, VIIRS, and CrIS will co-fly on JPSS-3. 

a) The VIIRS and CrIS spectra could be helpful in the 
Libera “unfiltering”  algorithm / algorithm validation calculations.

b) The VIIRS and CrIS spectra could also be useful as a 
development resource for “hyperspectral” instrument 
development as applied to Earth Radiation Budget studies.
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Review of the spectral territory based on representative MODTRAN 6 calculations
There are many constituents / factors which modulate  transmission at the 0.1 % level



Review of where the information comes from

Weighting function, W((l,z)

W(l,z) =100 { B(l,T) exp(-t(z,¥)) dt } / rad

with rad = ò B(l,T) exp(-t) dt

and temperature T

A wide range of altitude contributes
to the top of atmosphere radiances

To understand how and where (altitude
wise) the radiances come from you need
an instrument that can probe the altitudes
of interest (CrIS is helpful for this)
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Libera

1305 spectral channels



Data Inter-comparisons of the CRIS Interferometers on SUOMI-NPP and NOAA-20
Joe Kristl, Kori Moore, Mark Esplin, Deron Scott, 20 June 2018



Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Sensor Data Record (SDR) User’s Guide,
March 2017

0.742 x
0.259 km

VIIRS (0.4 – 12 µm)



Bryan Baum’s files
Each file (size ~ 200 Mb) covers a 6 minute region

Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
CrIS (Cross-track Imager Sounder)

The data files specify radiances at VIIRS M-band resolution (750m)

CrIS specs:
Has AIRS-like capabilities 

AIRS gives excellent temperature profile information
2200 km swath, 1305 spectral bands, 1.1 to 4.5  cm-1 resolution
Field of View (FOV): Nadir 14 km

Bryan takes the CrIS spectra and applies the MODIS filter
functions to produce a set of MODIS-like radiances.

He does all of the VIIRS – CrIS co-location calculations. 



Bryan Baum’s files

Question: How can 14 km spatial resolution CrIS observations be used 
to create a 0.7 km field of view data product?

Asked Bryan this question. Key points of his response:

“There are 2 parts to the fusion process. 
The first step is primarily one of geolocation between VIIRS and CrIS.

A k-d tree analysis provides the index of 5 CrIS FOVs
that best match the high / low resolution VIIRS 11/12 um radiances

In the 2nd step of the process, the CrIS spectra are convolved 
according to our defined Aqua MODIS spectral response functions.”

Question: Do the VIIRS – CrIS colocation match-ups have the same instrument
pointing geometry?    

If the sensor zenith and sensor azimuth angles are  not  the same for 
Libera, VIIRS, or CrIS, then a co-added set of  VIIRS and CrIS radiances 
are Very Problematic ! 



The Libera “Unfiltering” Process – a suggested approach

Example: Libera Split Window spectral response function F(l) 
for the 0.7 to 5.0 µm range    Alas, F(l) < 1.0

R(l) = actual top of atmosphere spectral radiance, W m-2 µm-1 ster-1 

Define the split window radiance as S, W m-2 ster-1

S = ò R(l) dl

Measured radiance SF(obs) = ò R(l) F(l) dl < S

The ratio S / SF is > 1. We need to calculate S / SF as accurately as 
possible.

The ratio S / SF is calculated utilizing a proxy R’(l) derived from a   
combination of (and perhaps guided by machine learning smarts)

Libera camera information (to identify scene context)
Dan Feldman’s OSSE library of calculated spectra and scenes
Baum’s VIIRS and CrIS data fusion files

The Libera value of S is then  SF(obs)  ò R’(l) dl / ò R’(l) F(l) dl



For a single CERES observation, co-added spectra within a 24 km circle

For a representative 24 km FOV, 2664 VIIRS and CrIS spectra are co-added.
But there is a tremendous amount of radiance variations in a 24 km circle!

stnd dev of VIIRS radiance variations within a 24 km circle are 34 % and 52 %
at 12.02 µm and 4.05 µm (wavelengths that are common to VIIRS and CrIS)

At 4.05 µm the 95% confidence of the determination of the VIIRS average is 2%
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How well do CrIS data fusion radiances track VIIRS sub-1 km radiances?

Stnd deviation of 100 (CrIS – VIIRS)/ ave = 1.6 % Stnd deviation at 4.05 µm = 8.6 %
for CrIS and VIIRS radiances within a 24 km averaging circle

My concern: you may get close agreement between CrIS and VIIRS radiances at
12 µm, but there are sub-1km variations in CrIS-VIIRS at 4 µm

12.02 µm 4.05 µm



Error sensitivity for S / SF = ò R’(l) dl / ò R’(l) F(l) dl

R’(l) top of atmosphere
spectral radiance

W m-2 µm-1 ster-1

F(l) spectral response function

R’ is based on averaging ~2500 
CrIs – VIIRS spectra in a 24 km
circle surrounding a CERES
observation point. 
Did this for 100 R’ cases over
the cloudy Amazon. 

If the 4 µm radiance is
uncertain by 5%, then the
“unfiltering” S / SF calculation
for the split window has
a 0.075 % error



“Develop techniques to utilize hyper-spectral instrumentation to better
understand Earth’s radiation budget”

CrIS and VIIRS data (from SOUMI - NPP) can be used in
Odele’s BABAR-ERI follow-on instrument concept designs.

Take the CrIS spectra (with 1305 data points), and produce narrow band 
integrated radiances for instrument concepts observing the H2O (6 µm) 
and O3 (9.6 µm) bands

Libera Science Goal



Bryan Baum was asked at the summer 2020 CERES Science Team meeting
if the production of the VIIRS – CrIS data fusion files is a long term certainty.

He replied “no”.

If these data files (in the setting of JPSS-3 in 2027) are recognized
to be of importance to Libera, then we need to advise NASA to
make sure that such files are available during the Libera mission.

Concluding Remarks



Extra Slides



Data courtesy of LARC’s Kory Priestley 

Filter response deviates
from unity by a lot !

Used the blue curve
for the 0.7 to 5 µm
S / SF sensitivity 
calculation.



Fusion of VIIRS and CrIS data to construct infrared (IR) absorption band radiances 
for VIIRS        Bryan A. Baum , W. P. Menzel , and E. Weisz, September 2019, ATBD



Data Inter-comparisons of the CRIS Interferometers on SUOMI-NPP and NOAA-20
Joe Kristl, Kori Moore, Mark Esplin, Deron Scott, 20 June 2018



Fusion of VIIRS and CrIS data to construct infrared (IR) absorption band radiances 
for VIIRS        Bryan A. Baum , W. P. Menzel , and E. Weisz, September 2019, ATBD

MODIS

VIIRS + CrIS



Example of use of Bryan Baum’s archived VIIRS-CrIS spectra

The co-added spectra  for slide 11 pertain to a cloudy Amazon scene.



VIIRS Spectral Bands

0.742 x 
0.259 km

0.4 µm

12.01

Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Sensor Data Record (SDR) User’s Guide,
March 2017



VIIRS Radiometric Uncertainty

Cao, C., Suomi NPP VIIRS SDR Provisional Product Highlight, October, 2012 



VIIRS Radiometric Uncertainty

Cao, C., Suomi NPP VIIRS SDR Provisional Product Highlight, October, 2012 
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VIIRS Radiometric Uncertainty

Comparisons to Aqua/MODIS  agree to 1 to 5 %

Cao, C., Suomi NPP VIIRS SDR Provisional Product Highlight, October, 2012 



VIIRS Radiometric Uncertainty  (NEdT)

Xiong, et al. VIIRS on-orbit calibration methodology and performance, JGR, 2014 


